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ProCurrency is excited to announce they are
now part of the HitBTC community. PROC has
been listed on this global digital currency
exchange platform.
(Newswire.net -- September 18, 2018) Clermont,
FLORIDA -- ProCurrency (PROC) is a revolutionary
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cryptocurrency that is making the use of digital
money easier for the everyday user. PROC has
developed an app and system that allows everyone from business owners to the everyday consumers to partake in the
receiving and sending of digital payments. PROC has leveraged the Blockchain in a way that makes the use of digital
currency fast and simple for all its users.
In the past, this type of currency transaction was appealing to those who had a highly technical background but PROC
is bringing digital currency mainstream. By leveraging the technology with their ProRewards system they have
established, Pro Currency is allowing anyone and everyone who would like to use digital payments to work with their
platforms.
ProCurrency is excited to announce that they are now a part of the HitBTC community. PROC has recently been listed
on this highly popular and global digital currency exchange platform. HitBTC is the leading European bitcoin exchange
which provides cryptocurrency trading services to institutions, merchants and individual traders worldwide. The trading
platform was founded in late 2013.
When using digital currency there is one question that rises above all the others: Is the digital currency safe to use?
When it comes to PROC, the answer is a resounding "Yes"! When looking to get involved with ProCurrency and
HitBTC, you can rest assured that your money will be safe and secure no matter the number of digital transactions and
trades you make.
ProCurrency partnered with HitBTC to promote the professional cryptocurrency platform and help everyone who is
interested in digital currency become a proficient user. PROC is working to develop more benefits and rewards with
their system.
ProCurrency is making it easier for the global community that shops online to use digital currency. PROC wants to put
this purchasing power in the hands of everyone around the world and plans to achieve this goal by consistently
developing new technology that improves on their platform and bring value to its users. PROC is excited to be listed on
HitBTC and is looking forward to seeing the thousands and thousands of new users that will be joining their PROC
community; especially as soon as they learn of the coin and its exciting new partnerships on the horizon.
In every new phase, PROC is looking for ways to reward its customers within ProRewards. PROC provides a topquality service in the digital currency industry that encourages all their consumers to utilize the power and benefits of
the PRO system.
About ProCurrency (ProC) - The Commerce Currency:
ProCurrency’s mandate is to be an easy to use cryptocurrency both online and with brick and mortars. PROC was
designed to be user-friendly for the nontechnical consumer and its merchant users. PROC is evolving into a
recognized commerce platform; just as Visa and MasterCard slowly replaced cash and checks, PROC will soon
replace the antiquated commerce currency systems. Today, most monetary transactions occur digitally, ProCurrency’s
commerce-friendly platform is a logical next step. Built on a secure Blockchain platform similar to Bitcoin, ProCurrency
is implementing a four-phase approach to accomplish its mission. Join the exciting journey! PROC is in it to change the

world.
Learn More At: ProCurrency.io
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